
Is the venue pet-friendly? 

Do any guests have major fears/health concerns with animals?

Will the event be indoors or outdoors? 

Whom will the pet point of contact be? 

How much involvement will the pet have:

How does the pet react in a social setting? 

Prior to choosing the inclusion of a pet, the Client should consider:

             Will it be escorted by a bridal party member or F & F?

             Will it be acting as a flower girl or ring bearer? 

      We will not recommend a pet being involved if they are 

      reactive/nervous in high-stress situations(unpredictable around 

      people/children OR cannot be handled with basic commands).

Pet attendants are trained in Pet First Aid/CPR and reading pet body

language. Fur and Feathers is bonded and insured with Pet Sitters

Associates.

Client should obtain event insurance as required by the venue.

Consultations happen one on one with the client prior to signing an

agreement and deposit. During this time we will discuss the wedding

details, timeline, and what involvement the pet will have. We will complete

pet detail forms and spend time with them to make an assessment. Upon

signing the service agreement, we require 50% of the package total and

the remaining balance will be due one week prior to the event date. 

It is recommended (if possible) that the client take the pet to the venue to

become familiar with the surroundings and environment.

All pets must be on leash/harness during the entirety of the service to

ensure an enjoyable experience for all.

Fur and Feathers will not provide services for pets that are reactive or

untrained with basic commands. First and foremost, we are advocates for

pet safety and if your pet is anxious and uncomfortable being in costume

or in an unfamiliar setting, we will not force it.
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